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    LIMITLESS LIVING CERTIFICATION 

 

  May 4, 2022 - Questions & Answers 

 

 

1. I started with 2 clients but they have gone home for the break. I 

haven’t finished with my clients and am feeling a bit overwhelmed as I 

have other pending work as well. How do I balance everything? 

 

First, understand that all the answers lie within yourself.  

 

Ask yourself,  

 

“What do I need to do in terms of financial livelihood and business?”, 

 

And,  

 

“What comes into my awareness in terms of balancing my personal life and 

stability with the abundance part? How would I do it?” 

 

As you’re seeking stability your focus should be on your home and yourself 

till your clients come back. You can resume sessions when they come back.  

 

Let it go. Connect with your intuition and observe what you seek stability in. 

Don’t stress about it. When the time is right, you’ll notice things will work 

for you on their own. 
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2. When I did my first buddy swaps and practice sessions, I noticed I 

struggled with the Great flow statement and how to really refine it. 

There was a resistance to going deeper than the surface. How do I 

navigate this process? 

 

If the energy of your client is, “I am procrastinating because I’m not 

disciplined enough”, It’s okay to begin there because my sense is, it’s going 

to get deeper. It’s better to get started and get them to say out loud that 

they’re not disciplined enough and how that makes them feel. Chances are 

it’ll make them feel a sense of discomfort. Once they start to feel that 

emotion, they can start to uncover the associated memories.  

 

Next, as mentioned in the Advanced Great flow, ask them, 

a. “Whom did you learn the fact that you’re not disciplined 

enough?” “What is the origin of this belief?” 

b. “Is it your own belief or someone else’s belief?” 

 

Most of the time, the fact that they’re procrastinating is not true and there 

is a deeper cause behind it. Chances are they have a belief that they’re not 

disciplined and their energy is stuck with this thought. It’s almost like a 

secondary gain. 

 

If you feel it’s a surface belief or an excuse and you want to test your 

hypothesis, ask them to say out loud, 

 

“I’m not disciplined enough because…” 

 

With this, you’re trying to get to what else might be going on inside them 

that’s making them feel this way. 
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Another thing you can ask is, 

“What’s the real reason you don’t want to procrastinate?” 

 

Now, you’re connecting with the Higher Purpose. If you can do that, you’ll 

notice that there’ll be something driving that reason. 

 

Always make sure to pre-frame when sharing Limitless Living with your 

clients. Also, calibrate your statements and use their words. 

 

 

3. When the belief was surface level and I went with it, I noticed that it 

ended at, “I think I can do it.” When I checked if it sits light or heavy, it 

was still, “I can do it.” I didn’t know how to gauge it all. What should I 

do? 

 

Reassure them that it’s great that they think they can do it. You don’t want 

that incomplete awareness to be evident. Focus more on helping them 

build that muscle step-by-step. You’re doing something like lighting up their 

neurons to change their behaviour. Chances are that when they come back, 

it may already be a done deal because when some people decide to do 

something, they just do it. They naturally have that extra motivation. 

 

 

4. I have shared WhatsApp invitation messages with a few people. A 

mother wants me to work with her teenage daughter. The girl easily 

gets hyper, doesn’t listen to her, and spends a lot of time on social 

media. What do I do? 

 

First, speak to the mother and establish her emotional state. She wants to 

change her daughter but you need to check whether the daughter wants to 

change herself. Understand that the daughter is just being a normal teen. 

Ask the child if she wants that outcome for herself. 
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Ask the mother, 

 

“How does your daughter feel about it?”  

 

“If your daughter never changed what would happen?” 

 

Sometimes the parents need the sessions more than the child. I suggest you 

slide in a free session for the parents without letting them know. You can 

do a group session with all three of them together as well. 

 

You can do a verbal chat for the intake form with the teen instead of the 

written form as it helps establish rapport. They might not want to fill in the 

intake form because it might feel too formal for them. 

 

 

5. When I work with clients, there’s a belief that it might not be enough 

to address a single memory for the entire healing to take place. How 

can I deal with that? 

 

Ask yourself, 

 

“What if it’s not enough? What would it mean to me if it isn’t?”  

 

Let’s say the client doesn’t get the results. What would that mean for you? 

 

You might notice there might be a feeling of, “If the client is not getting 

results, it means I am not a good enough practitioner.” 

 

It’s important to work on the thought of not being good enough as a 

practitioner. One of the reasons is that the client will end up mirroring you 

and eventually force you to work on personal peace. Welcome and accept 
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the fear of not being good enough but don’t allow it to have a hold on you 

and control your actions.  

 

 

6. Can we do the LL Case Studies once a week? 

 

The client will determine this. If the client wants it fast, they may want to go 

for weekly sessions. If they’re coming for manifestation and abundance-

related reasons and they have the time, my preference would be daily 

sessions or sessions with a 1–2 day gap. I would not suggest more than a 2-

week gap as the client might lose momentum.  

 

Try and complete the whole set in 6 weeks. You can even offer a top-up 

plan, like a monthly retainer.  

 

 

7. A mother has come up to me for her son who has a drug addiction. 

Should I take this case? 

 

You’ll have to speak to the client (the son) about whether he’s okay with it. 

Continue only if he says it’s okay. Don’t begin just because the mother 

wants you to. Then, do a brief verbal intake to give you an idea of where 

they are. Also, brief them about the process.  

 

In cases of addiction, chances are, the client may not want to give up the 

addiction. If it’s very deep, I’d prefer EFT and Inner Child Matrix instead of 

LL. The reason is that they take into account the secondary gain. If you’re 

using LL, you can use the Intuitive flow. 
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8. Do we have to do all the Flows with one client? 

 

It’s not compulsory to do that. Use whatever you think might work with a 

specific client. You can also do just one flow or one aspect of a flow. For 

example, the Now flow has a deeper emotional aspect. Each flow on its 

own is like a therapy session. 

 

 

9. I have a client who wants to find a partner but doesn’t want to change 

anything because she doesn’t want to be away from her family. Do I 

start with LL first or therapy? 

 

First, ask her what she’s comfortable starting with. Respect her choice. 

Chances are she wants to feel safe. Use the LL processes to create an 

experience of safety.  

 

Also, explore if there’s something that’s causing the client to feel stuck, 

which might be causing you to feel stuck too. If she is resisting change, it 

might be because it makes her feel unsafe. You and her need to work on 

what didn’t make her feel safe and then work on creating experiences of 

safety. Do more to relax her nervous system should she bring up something 

more.  

 

You can also ask her whether she’s open to the possibility of not getting 

married right now. Because I feel that she might not be ready. 

 

 

10.  How can I best qualify a client that’s ready for LL? 

 

Clients who have worked through trauma or a deeper issue and now want 

to build a compelling future, discover who they are, and sort out the 

emptiness within them after dealing with trauma are the ideal candidates 
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for LL. Have a conversation with them about what they want in their life 

and relationships.  

 

You can ask them,  

 

“If you could wave a magic wand and get what you really want, what would 

that be?”  

 

This is where you’ll find clues about their Great Flow statement. If they 

have been through a trauma, the Great flow could be about safety. Explore 

the memories that made them feel unsafe and work on building the muscle 

that makes them feel safe. 

 

 

11.  Is it possible to download the audio meditations present on the 

portal? 

 

As those meditations are copyrighted, they cannot be downloaded. 

However, they can be accessed on any device after you log in with your 

credentials. 

 

 

12.  I did the Intuitive flow one week and the shorter Intuitive flow 

another week. I presume this is fine. Can I consider these as 2 sessions 

when I'm submitting my Case Studies? 

 

Yes, it is fine and you can consider them as two separate sessions. 
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13. One of my clients is more head-centric and when asked to step into 

the future and so on, she says she can't because her intention/Great 

flow statement seems to have materialized only in the session, but not 

yet in real life. Any suggestions for such clients? 

 

It's about exploring with the client. Chances are if someone is more head-

centric, there is fear there. Step into the world of the client and plug into 

their energy from a place of empathy. Notice the world of the client. Your 

main focus initially is to get the client to be comfortable. Possibly, if they are 

more head-centric, they’re going to be sharing thoughts instead of feelings. 

 

The first thing is that to do is ask them how their thoughts are making them 

feel.  

 

If they say, “I don’t know”,  

 

ask them, 

 

“How do the words ‘I don’t know’ make you feel?” 

 

The second method when someone is more head-centric can be to get them 

to the heart, to get them to feel, and tell them that it’s okay to feel. It’s 

about reassuring and relaxing them. 

 

The third thing you can do is get them to describe things as someone who’s 

more head-centric can do it easily. You can ask them,  

 

“If you were to step into the future or if you were to feel the feeling of your 

Great flow statement…”  

 

You can also have them ponder and describe, 
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“Imagine you are a character from a fairy tale, who would you be?” 

 

Notice the character. Next, ask, 

 

“Knowing what the character wants is exactly similar to what you want, 

what is preventing the character from getting what they want? If this 

character can feel emotions, what would they be feeling and where in their 

body would they be feeling it?”   

 

Notice their response. If they are becoming more descriptive in their 

answers, they tend to be more auditory-digital in their minds which means 

that they notice words first and then the images which are related. Or 

words first and then the feelings. You just have to make them feel safe 

about it. 

 

Lastly, if a client cannot notice anything when stepping into the future, you 

can explore with the belief that they have tried it before it’s not working for 

them. 

 

 

14.  Can we clear an entity by doing the Empty Vessel meditation and then 

putting a light inside so that the vibrations go up and the entity doesn’t 

come back? 

 

Yes, if it works for you, you can absolutely do it. You can also imagine a 

three-dimensional Star of David, put it on the ground, and step into it. This 

way, the star covers their entire body and protects them from entities.  
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15.  Do LL case study sessions need to be at least one hour? 

 

It can be an hour to an hour and a half. Sometimes, it can also be less than 

an hour. For some people, the Now Flow process can last 40-50 minutes and 

that’s okay. It is more about the quality of the session than the duration. 

 

 

16. What are all the requirements for getting the LL certification? 

 

The requirements for getting the LL Practitioner certification are: 

• 10 Case Study clients; 5 sessions with each client. 

• One video of any of your case study sessions 

 

While recording the video, in a face-to-face session, ensure that both your 

faces are visible in the video. In a virtual session, record it in the gallery view, 

in a side-by-side format. 

 

Also, if the video is in any language other than English, for example, French, 

Portuguese etc., make sure to send the transcript along with the video. 
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